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Abstract

Recent abstractive summarization systems fail001
to generate factually consistent – faithful – sum-002
maries, which heavily limits their practical ap-003
plication. Commonly, these models tend to mix004
concepts from the source or hallucinate new005
content, completely ignoring the source. Ad-006
dressing the faithfulness problem is perhaps the007
most critical challenge for current abstractive008
summarization systems. First automatic faith-009
fulness metrics were proposed, but we argue010
that existing methods do not yet utilize the full011
potential that this field has to offer and intro-012
duce new approaches to assess factual correct-013
ness. We evaluate existing and our proposed014
methods by correlating them with human judge-015
ments and find that BERTScore works well. Fi-016
nally, we conduct a qualitative and quantitative017
error analysis, which reveals common prob-018
lems and indicates means to further improve019
the metrics.020

1 Introduction021

Abstractive summarization is the task of generating022

an informative and fluent summary that is faith-023

ful to the source document. Recent progress in024

neural text generation has led to significant im-025

provements and well-performing state-of-the-art026

abstractive summarization systems (Zhang et al.,027

2019; Lewis et al., 2020). Despite these advances,028

recent models fail to meet one of the essential re-029

quirements of practical summarization systems: in-030

formation of a generated summary must match the031

facts of the source document. We follow Cao et al.032

(2018) and refer to this aspect as faithfulness in this033

work. Recent studies have shown that around 30%034

of automatically generated summaries from neural035

summarization systems contain unfaithful informa-036

tion (Cao et al., 2018; Falke et al., 2019; Kryscinski037

et al., 2019), especially when a sentence combines038

content from multiple source sentences (Lebanoff039

et al., 2019). Figure 1 shows a misleading and040

unfaithful summary demonstrating this issue.041

Source The restaurant began serving puppy platters
after a new law was introduced allowing dogs
to eat at restaurants – as long as they were
outdoors!

Summary New rules have come into place that you can
eat your dog.

Table 1: A generated, unfaithful summary found in the
XSUM hallucination dataset by Maynez et al. (2020).

Researchers identified multiple reasons for un- 042

faithful summaries. One reason is the inadequacy 043

of automatic evaluation metrics. Typical metrics 044

like ROUGE (Lin, 2004), BLEU (Papineni et al., 045

2002) or METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) are 046

insensitive to semantic errors. These n-gram-based 047

approaches weight all portions of the text equally, 048

even when only a small fraction of the n-grams 049

carry most of the semantic content. Consequently, 050

factual inconsistencies caused by small changes 051

are overshadowed by high n-gram overlaps. An- 052

other reason is the way abstractive models are opti- 053

mized. Generating summaries that highly overlap 054

with human references does not guarantee faithful 055

summaries (Zhang et al., 2020b). 056

Initial work on metrics to automatically assess 057

faithfulness will be discussed in Section 2 and 3, 058

however, no consensus has been reached to date. 059

We argue that the currently available means to au- 060

tomatically evaluate faithfulness do not use the full 061

potential that current NLP methods offer. In this 062

work, we explore new methods to assess the faith- 063

fulness of generated texts and compare them to 064

existing approaches. Finally, we perform a qualita- 065

tive and quantitative error analysis by investigating 066

the outputs of all methods to analyze their problems 067

and to reveal ways to improve them. We study the 068

following research questions (RQs) in this work: 069

1. Which faithfulness metric correlates best with 070

human judgements? 071

2. What are problems of faithfulness metrics and 072

how can we address them? 073
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Together with this work, we release an open-source074

Python library1 that allows reproduction of our re-075

sults and utilization of all discussed metrics by076

others to evaluate faithfulness.077

2 Related Work078

The lack of automatic evaluation metrics for faith-079

fulness has motivated researches to develop new080

metrics that ideally mimic human judgements of081

factual consistency. Popular approaches are based082

on question answering (Wang et al., 2020; Durmus083

et al., 2020), textual entailment (Falke et al., 2019;084

Maynez et al., 2020) and contextual embeddings085

(Kryscinski et al., 2020).086

Nan et al. (2021) focus on the problem of un-087

faithful entities where model-generated summaries088

contain named entities that do not appear in the089

source document. The authors perform named en-090

tity recognition and calculate the percentage of enti-091

ties in the summary that can be found in the source.092

A low percentage means entity hallucination is se-093

vere. In addition, they propose precision-target and094

recall-target, which capture the entity-level accu-095

racy of the generated summary with respect to the096

ground truth summary.097

Goodrich et al. (2019) propose to measure the098

factual correctness with relation extraction meth-099

ods. Facts are represented as subject-predicate-100

object triples and faithfulness is defined as the pre-101

cision between the facts extracted from the gener-102

ated summary and target summary.103

3 Methods104

We re-implement and modify popular faithfulness105

metrics as well as propose new methods (SentSim,106

NER, SRL) that extract and compare different in-107

formation from text to assess factual consistency.108

3.1 BERTScore109

BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020a) is an automatic110

evaluation metric for text generation. It utilizes con-111

textual embeddings to compute a similarity score112

between every token in the candidate sentence and113

reference sentence. Computing the similarity with114

contextual embeddings is effective for matching115

paraphrases as well as capturing distant dependen-116

cies and ordering.117

Let x be a reference sentence x = x1, ..., xn and118

a y be candidate sentence y = y1, ..., ym consisting119

of tokens xi and yj , respectively. Every token in120

1link anonymized / deleted for review

x is matched to a token in y to compute recall 121

and each token in y is matched to a token in x 122

to compute precision using maximum matching: 123

each token is aligned to the most similar token in 124

the other sentence. Three variants of BERTScore 125

(precision, recall, F1) are shown below: 126

RBERT =
1

|x|
∑
xi∈x

max
yj∈y

xTi yj 127

PBERT =
1

|y|
∑
yj∈y

max
xi∈x

xTi yj 128

F1BERT = 2
PBERT ×RBERT

PBERT +RBERT
129

We optimize BERTScore by selecting layer 8 of 130

RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) fine-tuned on 131

Multi-NLI (Williams et al., 2018) (roberta-large- 132

mnli on Hugging Face) to compute embeddings. 133

3.2 Textual Entailment (TE) 134

Textual Entailment (Dagan et al., 2005) is a popular 135

approach to measure factual consistency employed 136

e.g. by Falke et al. (2019), Maynez et al. (2020), 137

Durmus et al. (2020). The basic intuition is that 138

all information in a summary should ideally be en- 139

tailed by the source document or perhaps be neutral 140

to the source document, but the summary should 141

never contradict it. 142

Let E be a TE model that predicts the probabil- 143

ity E(a, b) that text b is entailed by text a. The 144

faithfulness score f of a summary S consisting of 145

sentences s1, ..., sn with respect to the original doc- 146

ument D with sentences d ∈ D can be computed 147

in 3 different ways: 148

fs2s(S) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

maxd∈DE(d, si) 149

fd2s(S) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

E(D, si) 150

ftop2s(S) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

E(P, si) 151

The sentence-to-sentence (s2s) scoring method 152

checks if every summary sentence is entailed by 153

any source sentence. The document-to-sentence 154

(d2s) checks if every summary sentence is entailed 155

by the source document. The top-to-sentence (t2s) 156

checks if every summary sentence is entailed by 157

the k (=3) most similar source sentences (calcu- 158

lated by comparing cosine-similarities of sentence 159

embeddings) forming paragraph P . 160
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We use BART-large (Lewis et al., 2020) and161

RoBERTa-large fine-tuned on Multi-NLI in our162

experiments to compute entailment and sentence-163

transformers2 to compute sentence embeddings164

(for t2s).165

3.3 Question Generation & Question166

Answering (QGQA)167

The QGQA framework was introduced by Dur-168

mus et al. (2020) and Wang et al. (2020) and has169

been used in follow-up work, e.g. Maynez et al.170

(2020); Dong et al. (2020). The basic intuition of171

this framework is: if we ask questions about a sum-172

mary and its source, we expect to receive similar173

answers if the summary is faithful. Naturally, more174

matched answers imply a more faithful summary175

as the information addressed by these questions is176

consistent between summary and source.177

QGQA framework performs the following steps178

to detect factual inconsistencies:179

1. An answer candidate selection (AS) model180

selects important text spans.181

2. A question generation (QG) model generates182

a set of question about the summary using the183

answer candidates.184

3. A question answering (QA) model answers185

these questions using both the source docu-186

ment and the generated text.187

4. The faithfulness score is computed based on188

the similarity of the corresponding answers.189

A similarity metric is necessary to compare corre-190

sponding answers. We empirically find F1 surface191

(token-level) similarity performs best (Appendix192

A.1).193

We use the transformers library (Wolf et al.,194

2020) to implement this framework. Named enti-195

ties and noun phrases are extracted with spaCy3 as196

answer candidates. We use T5-base4 as QG model197

to generate 5 questions per candidate, but filter out198

duplicates, bad questions (questions that cannot be199

answered by QA model given the summary) and200

low probability questions to have at most 10 ques-201

tions per summary. RoBERTa-large fine-tuned on202

SQUAD2 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) is used as QA203

model (deepset/roberta-large-squad2 on Hugging204

Face).205

2all-mpnet-base-v2 from https://www.sbert.net/index.html
3en_core_web_lg from https://spacy.io/
4https://github.com/fajri91/question_generation

3.4 Sentence Similarity (SentSim) 206

The intuition of SentSim to measure faithfulness 207

is that the information expressed in the summary 208

should be the same as in the source document 209

but paraphrased. Therefore, a summary sentence 210

should be very similar to one or multiple important 211

source sentences. 212

Abstractive summaries are written using differ- 213

ent wordings and formulations to express the same 214

information. Consequently, SentSim has to success- 215

fully deal with highly paraphrased text detecting 216

similar concepts expressed with different words on 217

the one hand. On the other hand, it has to differen- 218

tiate between similar and contrasting or contradict- 219

ing information so that it can actually be used to 220

score faithfulness. 221

We propose the following strategy to asses faith- 222

fulness with sentence similarity: 223

1. Apply sentence splitting to the source docu- 224

ment and summary to obtain lists of sentences. 225

2. Match every summary sentence with the most 226

similar source sentence to compute precision; 227

vice-versa to compute recall. 228

The precision variant (recall is analog, F1 as 229

usual) of SentSim is defined as follows: let S = 230

{s1, s2, ..., sN} be the set of summary sentences 231

and let D = {d1, d2, ..., dM} be the set of docu- 232

ment sentences, then 233

PSentSim =
1

|S|
∑
sj∈S

max
di∈D

sim(di, sj) 234

235

We utilize spaCy to apply sentence splitting and 236

experiment with various implementations of sim(). 237

We empirically find that F1 and BERTScore per- 238

form well to compare and align sentences (Ap- 239

pendix A.1). 240

3.5 Named Entity Recognition (NER) 241

Factual inconsistencies can occur at different levels. 242

The entity hallucination problem occurs when a 243

summary contains named entities that do not appear 244

in the source document. Intuitively, a summary 245

containing many entities that do not appear in the 246

source is less faithful than a summary that contains 247

the same entities as the source. 248

We propose the following strategy to calculate 249

faithfulness with NER: 250

1. Identify entities in summary and source. 251

2. Group entities by their label (e.g. PER). 252
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3. For each named entity of the summary, calcu-253

late the most similar entity of the same group254

in the source document and the corresponding255

similarity score.256

4. The faithfulness score is the average over all257

similarity scores.258

We use spaCy to extract named entities and empir-259

ically find that Exact Match and F1 perform well260

to compare them (Appendix A.1). Please note, this261

approach does not capture other aspects that influ-262

ence faithfulness like relations between entities or263

context surrounding entities.264

3.6 Open Information Extraction (Open IE)265

At relation level, we compare the relations between266

entities appearing in the source document and the267

summary. The relation hallucination problem oc-268

curs when a summary contains the same entities269

as the source document but their relations do not270

appear in the source document.271

Naturally, if a summary contains many relations272

not present in the source document it is less faithful273

than a summary that contains the same relations.274

More matched relations imply a more faithful sum-275

mary since not only the entities but also their inter-276

action is consistent. In contrast to NER, a perfect277

match of summary relations with source relations278

can guarantee a faithful summary.279

We propose the following strategy to calculate280

faithfulness with Open IE:281

1. Apply a co-reference resolution system to re-282

place all pronouns in the texts with their re-283

spective entity.284

2. Apply an Open IE system to extract summary285

triples (R(s)) and source triples (R(d)) of the286

form (subject, relation, object) representing287

any fact in the given text.288

3. Compute a faithfulness score based on the289

comparison of the extracted relations.290

We use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit for Open291

IE (Angeli et al., 2015), which includes an option292

to apply co-reference resolution as pre-processing293

step. We experiment with different methods to294

compare triples. The Relation Matching Rate (Zhu295

et al., 2021) operates on fact triples and basically296

measures the ratio of correct hits. Additionally,297

we linearize fact triples by concatenating the sub-298

ject, relation and object to measure similarity with299

typical metrics. We empirically find that F1 or300

BERTScore work best (Appendix A.1).301

3.7 Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) 302

This approach is inspired by the YiSi metric (Lo, 303

2019). YiSi measures similarity between two sen- 304

tences by aggregating the semantic similarities of 305

semantic structures. We argue that comparing se- 306

mantic frames in contrast to comparing tokens as 307

e.g. in BERTScore brings more linguistic struc- 308

ture into the faithfulness assessment. This process 309

can find crucial differences between the argument 310

structure of summary and source, which is a desir- 311

able property considering faithfulness. It verifies 312

whether summary phrases are used in a semanti- 313

cally similar way as in the source document and 314

should help to identify cases where the summary 315

differs from the originally intended meaning. 316

We propose the following strategy to calculate 317

faithfulness with SRL: 318

1. Apply a SRL model to the summary and 319

source document to obtain labeled phrases. 320

2. Optionally, filter and merge semantic role la- 321

bels to increase robustness. 322

3. Group phrases by their label. 323

4. Align (a) source and summary phrases with 324

same label using a similarity metric. 325

5. Aggregate the similarity scores of aligned 326

phrases and average over all labels to com- 327

pute faithfulness (f ). 328

Formally, this calculation can be denoted as 329

arecall(l) =
1

|PS,l|
∑

pi∈PS,l

max
pj∈PD,l

sim(pi, pj) 330

fmetric =
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

ametric(l) 331

where metric ∈ {precision, recall, F1}. The 332

precision variant of alignment (a) is analog to 333

arecall, F1 is calculated as usual. L is the set of all 334

semantic labels, sim is a similarity metric compar- 335

ing two texts, PD,l and PS,l are sets of phrases with 336

label l ∈ L for source document D and summary 337

S, respectively. 338

We use SRL BERT (Shi and Lin, 2019) of Al- 339

lenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) toolkit trained on the 340

English OntoNotes 5 dataset (Hovy et al., 2006) 341

for semantic role labeling. Following Lo (2019), 342

we merge semantic role labels into more general 343

role types (who, what, whom, when, where, why, 344

how) for more robust performance. We empirically 345

find computing similarity scores of phrases (sim()) 346

works best with cosine-similarity (Appendix A.1). 347
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4 RQ1: Best faithfulness metrics348

We evaluate all faithfulness metrics described in349

Section 3 on the XSUM hallucination dataset350

(Maynez et al., 2020) as well as the SummEval351

dataset (Fabbri et al., 2021) and compute the cor-352

relation with human judgements. XSUM contains353

human faithfulness judgements (averaged to faith-354

fulness scores) for 2000 document-summary pairs355

obtained by randomly sampling 500 articles from356

the XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018) test set and ap-357

plying four different summarization models- Three358

annotators per document-summary pair were given359

the task to identify unfaithful text spans (halluci-360

nation spans) in the summary. The faithfulness361

score is roughly equivalent to the number of faith-362

ful words divided by number of total words of a363

summary. SummEval contains human faithfulness364

judgements for 1600 document-summary pairs ob-365

tained by randomly sampling 100 articles from the366

CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015) test set and367

applying 16 different neural summarization models.368

Five crowd-sourced and 3 expert annotators were369

given the task to rate the factual consistency on a370

Likert scale from 1 to 5.371

We apply a faithfulness metric on all document-372

summary pairs and calculate Spearman correla-373

tion (p) and Pearson correlation (r) coefficients374

between human judgements and predicted faith-375

fulness scores. Results are reported in Table 2.376

On the XSUM dataset, BERTScore achieves the377

highest correlation with human judgements. En-378

tailment, SentSim and SRL perform similarly. On379

the SummEval dataset, SentSim and Entailment380

achieve the best correlation with human judge-381

ments. Open IE is last in both rankings.382

Comparing XSUM and SummEval, there is a383

huge performance difference. This reason is two-384

fold: First, we developed and optimized the met-385

rics with the XSUM dataset in mind and checked386

other available datasets to test the generalizability387

later. Second, there is a huge methodical difference388

between the XSUM and SummEval faithfulness389

annotations. In the XSUM hallucination dataset,390

annotators worked closely with the text annotating391

unfaithful passages, whereas in SummEval, anno-392

tators used Likert scales, a more distant approach.393

To exemplify this difference, consider the two sen-394

tences "I love you" vs. "I hate you". Using a Likert395

scale, annotators would most likely rate the sum-396

mary 1 or 2 (faithfulness score ≤ 25%). When397

using span annotations, the only unfaithful word398

Method (on XSUM) Pearson (r) Spearman (p)
BERTScore 0.501 0.486
Entailment 0.366 0.422
SentSim 0.392 0.389
SRL 0.393 0.377
NER 0.252 0.259
QGQA 0.228 0.258
Open IE 0.169 0.185

Method (on SummEval) Pearson (r) Spearman (p)
SentSim 0.24 0.24
Entailment 0.22 0.22
BERTScore 0.17 0.17
QGQA 0.13 0.13
SRL 0.13 0.13
NER 0.12 0.12
Open IE 0.10 0.10

Table 2: Pearson (r) and Spearman (p) correlation coef-
ficients for faithfulness measured between human faith-
fulness judgements and different automatic methods.

Method Correct Delta
Random 50.0% 0
NER 29.5% -20.5
Open IE 49.0% -1
ESIM 67.6% +17.6
(Falke et al., 2019)
SRL 69.4% +19.4
SentSim 69.7% +19.7
FactCC 70.0% +20
(Kryscinski et al., 2020)
QGQA 71.9% +21.9
BERTScore 77.5% +27.5
Entailment 88.5% +38.5
Human (Falke et al., 2019) 83.9% +33.9

Table 3: Results on the sentence re-ranking experi-
ment. Human performance was crowd-sourced. Ties
are counted as incorrect predictions.

is "hate", resulting in a faithfulness score of 66%. 399

Both approaches are valid, but for our experiments 400

and quantitative analysis, we stick with the closer, 401

span-annotation-based faithfulness computation. 402

We also evaluate all faithfulness metrics on the 403

sentence re-ranking experiment by Falke et al. 404

(2019). This dataset contains contains 373 triples, 405

each triple consists of a source sentence and two 406

summary sentences. Source sentences are taken 407

from the CNN/DailyMail dataset, summary sen- 408

tences are generated by the summarization model 409

from Chen and Bansal (2018). One summary sen- 410

tence is faithful to the source sentence, whereas the 411

other summary sentence is factually inconsistent. 412

We test how often a metric prefers the correct 413

sentence i.e. gives a higher score to the faithful 414

sentence. Results are shown in Table 3. 415

Entailment distinguishes best between unfaithful 416

and faithful sentences, achieving 88.5% correct pre- 417
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dictions outperforming even human performance.418

All other faithfulness metrics perform in a compara-419

ble range on this task, ranking about 70% example420

sentences correctly. The only exceptions are Open421

IE and NER. Both metrics perform worse than Ran-422

dom. We qualitatively find that, in almost every423

example, the entities mentioned in the summary424

sentences are also present in the source sentence425

explaining the poor ranking performance.426

Finally, in our search for the best faithfulness427

metric, we experiment with combining multiple428

metrics. Since the discussed faithfulness metrics429

compare fairly different information (tokens, enti-430

ties, answers to questions etc.), we believe a combi-431

nation of metrics can lead to a better faithfulness as-432

sessment. We correlate all faithfulness metrics with433

each other using the XSUM hallucination dataset.434

The results are shown in Figure 1, indicating that435

a combination of BERTScore, QGQA and either436

Entailment or NER is promising.437

Data to learn a reliable combination of metrics438

is not available, since manual faithfulness evalu-439

ation is time-consuming and expensive. Still, to440

analyze the effectiveness of combining metrics, we441

learn a linear combination of multiple metrics with442

10-fold cross-validation on the XSUM hallucina-443

tion dataset. Table 4 shows combining BERTScore,444

Entailment and QGQA achieves an average Spear-445

man correlation of 0.559, which is a relative im-446

provement of 15% over BERTScore, combining all447

metrics leads to a relative improvement of 20%.448

5 RQ2: Error Analysis of faithfulness449

metrics450

In order to reveal weaknesses and room for451

improvement, we investigated outputs for 100452

randomly selected source-summary pairs of the453

XSUM hallucination dataset per metric, of which454

50 are underprediction cases and 50 are overpre-455

diction cases. A detailed breakdown of the most456

prevalent error categories (E1 - E37) and their rela-457

tive frequency is shown in Table 5 for all metrics.458

To set these errors in perspective, Figure 2 visual-459

izes how often, and by how much a metric over-460

and underpredicts. BERTScore, for example, is461

much more prone to overpredicting (75%), indicat-462

ing that these errors are more critical. Next, we463

discuss ideas to tackle some of the found problems.464

The F1 similarity metric is used in many faithful-465

ness metrics (QGQA, SentSim, OpenIE) because it466

leads to best correlation with human faithfulness.467

Figure 1: Spearman correlation of faithfulness metrics
with each other computed on the XSUM hallucination
dataset.

Combination Correlation
1· BERTScore (BS) 0.485
1.5· BS +0.1· NER 0.493
1.5· BS +0.26· QGQA 0.514
1.3· BS +0.26· Entailment 0.535
1.3· BS +0.24· Entailment +0.24· QGQA 0.559
0.86· BS +0.22· Entailment +0.03· NER
+0.21· QGQA + 0.3· SRL +0.34· SS 0.582

Table 4: Averaged Spearman correlations of linear met-
ric combinations with human faithfulness judgements.

This metric performs exact match on a token-level, 468

which comes with many disadvantages: it fails to 469

match synonyms (Error 12 in Table 5), does not 470

comprehend meaning (E14, E29) and stopwords 471

can falsify its results (E24). Further, less frequent 472

errors include inability to correctly compare ab- 473

breviations (e.g. "GB" with "Great Britain"), sin- 474

gular and plural (e.g. "men" with "man"), gen- 475

eralizations (e.g. "save 5$" with "save money"), 476

Figure 2: Differences between human and metric faith-
fulness predictions. Documents and their corresponding
difference are sorted in descending order per metric.
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locations (e.g. "London" with "England") and e.g.477

"pharmaceutical firm" with "Accord Healthcare"478

as it lacks background knowledge. A possible so-479

lution is to replace F1 with a metric that has back-480

ground knowledge and can deal with paraphrases,481

like BERTScore.482

However, the error analysis revealed that483

BERTScore, which aligns and compares token em-484

beddings, tends to assign too high similarities to485

phrases that appear in different contexts and to486

negations, opposites, and contradictions as well487

as to different numbers. For example, whether488

someone was jailed for 4 or 7 years makes no dif-489

ference to BERTScore (similarity of 97%). Cur-490

rently, BERTScore operates on contextualized em-491

beddings. Paraphrases and synonyms are used in492

similar context, thus, their embeddings are simi-493

lar. But, negations, opposites and contradictions494

typically appear in similar contexts as well, which495

leads to some of BERTScores problems. Using496

contrastive embeddings where opposites are distant497

in the embedding space is a promising direction.498

QGQA struggles with questions having not499

enough variation (E7) or targeting irrelevant infor-500

mation (E9). Questions are generated by providing501

a model with text and answer candidate, thus, de-502

veloping an answer candidate selection method that503

focuses on critical parts of the summary can solve504

these issues. Further, some generated questions are505

not answerable, but the QA model finds answers506

anyway (E8). Here, a QA model that can output507

"NO ANSWER" is a possible solution.508

NER often finds no entities at all (E17) or not509

enough entities (E20) for the following reason: gen-510

erated summaries are written in lowercase only.511

However, one important feature of NER models512

is capitalization, leading to either not finding en-513

tities or incorrect entity labels (E22). Applying514

a re-capitalization model to generated summaries515

before extracting entities seems promising.516

OpenIE suffers mostly from triples not cover-517

ing important information (E25). By definition,518

Open IE triples should cover subject, predicate,519

object which will always lead to a sentence (or sub-520

sentence) representation that misses information.521

In its current state, we do not think OpenIE is a suit-522

able method to assess faithfulness. Instead, SRL523

is a solid alternative as these models predict more524

detailed labels (e.g. who, what, whom, why etc.).525

SRL uses cosine similarity of phrase embeddings526

to align and compare phrases with similar seman-527

tics. Similar to BERTScore, cosine similarity of 528

phrases tends to be too high (E30), despite differ- 529

ent contexts (E31). We calculate embeddings per 530

phrase and, thus, the remaining sentence has no 531

influence on phrase embeddings. Including more 532

context to the phrase embedding calculations could 533

help issue E31. Other issues attribute to SRL la- 534

bels. The SRL model predicts wrong labels (E33) 535

or similar summary and source phrases have differ- 536

ent labels (E37). We already group SRL labels as 537

described in Section 3.7 to increase robustness and 538

number of matches. Refining this grouping with 539

aid of experts could be beneficial. 540

The current protocol of SentSim, aligning and 541

comparing one summary with one source sentence, 542

is not a good fit to assess faithfulness (E16). A 543

sophisticated approach that splits sentences into 544

clauses and compares them seems more suitable. 545

Entailment calculates the entailment probability 546

of a summary sentence given the source document. 547

Analyzing this metric posed quite the challenge as 548

its calculations are in-transparent. We found that 549

verbs have most impact on the predictions: when- 550

ever a verb is not entailed, the metric predicts very 551

low scores (E5). Cases where mostly the verbs 552

are unfaithful are problematic as human faithful- 553

ness is usually high for summaries that contain few 554

unfaithful words. 555

6 Conclusion 556

We re-implemented, modified and proposed new 557

metrics to assess faithfulness of automatically gen- 558

erated summaries. Next, we conducted several 559

experiments and found that BERTscore and Entail- 560

ment correlate well with human judgements and 561

are able to successfully re-rank sentences. In a com- 562

prehensive error analysis of all faithfulness metrics, 563

we revealed their common problems and identified 564

possible solutions to their most prevalent issues. 565

With this work, we laid a solid basis for fur- 566

ther development and improvement on faithfulness 567

metrics. We also released an open-source library 568

including all discussed metrics to encourage further 569

experimentation and to facilitate evaluation. 570

In further work, we aim to experiment with con- 571

trastive embeddings and to combine multiple met- 572

rics. Moreover, we plan to integrate faithfulness 573

into summarization models. This requires fast faith- 574

fulness metrics to alter training objectives or faith- 575

fulness mechanisms to be directly included into 576

models, which poses interesting research questions. 577
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# BERTScore Errors Over Under
1 Phrases or entities appearing in different context have too high similarity 45% -
2 Negations, opposites and contradictions have too high similarity 24% -
3 Different numbers (amounts, counts, money, age, dates etc.) have too high similarity 13% -
4 Arbitrarily assembled compound nouns have high faithfulness 8% -

e.g. "Macedonia’s Prime Minister Justin Riot"

# Entailment Errors Over Under
5 Faithful phrases connected by unfaithful verbs drastically reduce the score - 52%

Summary: Moscow imposed sanctions on Turkey. Score: 0%
Src: Russia suspended all sanctions against Turkey.

6 Robustness: summary contains grammatical errors or word repetitions - 18%

# QGQA Errors Over Under
7 Questions do not have enough variation (target the same information, are similar, too few) 44% 48%
8 Question is not answerable, but an answer matching the unfaithful summary is found anyway 32% -

Q: Which county has signed Colin? Src: Worcestershire signed John. A: Worcestershire
9 Questions target irrelevant information (answers do not help to assess the faithfulness of the text) 12% 12%

10 QA component cannot find the correct answer - 36%
11 Question is unanswerable (since no answer can be found, faithfulness decreases) - 24%
12 F1 answer similarity fails to match correct answers - 44%

e.g. "optometrist" vs. "eye specialist" or "a number of whales" vs. "thirty six whales"

# SentSim Errors Over Under
13 Stopwords increase the similarity (faithfulness based on stopwords or incorrect alignment) 52% -
14 F1 does not comprehend meaning (different terms mean the same, or vice versa) 14% 36%

"police appeal for witnesses" vs. "anyone with information can call 101"
15 Summary sentence paraphrases multiple sentences. Comparing with one sentence is insufficient. 32% 56%
16 Erroneous sentence splitting (information is wrongly split into multiple sentences) - 12%

# NER Errors Over Under
17 No entities in the summary (faithfulness defaults to 100%) 50% -
18 No source entities with corresponding tag to summary entity (→ not considered in calculation) 16% -
19 Entities match correctly, but faithfulness is not related to entities 14% 30%
20 Important entities not found in summary and / or source (e.g. Leukaemia not detected as entity) 26% 61%
21 Tokenization problems lead to incorrect entities (e.g. 1.5million = 1[Money].5m[Quantity]) - 12%
22 Incorrect entity labels (e.g. World is labeled as Person) - 12%
23 Similarity of different mentions of same entity is low (e.g. "Myles Anderson" vs. "Anderson") - 24%

# OpenIE Error Over Under
24 Stopwords increase the similarity of completely different triples 40% -
25 Summary triples miss important information (dates, locations, etc.) 44% 52%

e.g. a man | has been | found instead of a man | has been found guilty | of murdering a soldier
"More than a third of children in the UK have been sexually abused" → Children | in | UK

26 Faithful information of source document not part of a triple - 26%
27 Summary is too abstract (highly paraphrased, aggregate information of multiple sentences) - 20%
28 Summary has no triples - 16%
29 F1 does not comprehend meaning (different terms mean the same, or vice versa) - 8%

# SRL Errors Over Under
30 Similarity of (apparently randomly) aligned phrases is incomprehensibly high 44% -
31 Single word phrases match exactly with other single word phrases, but context is different 28% -
32 Similarity of detailed, information-rich summary phrases and simple source phrases is too high 16% -

e.g. "Double olympic champion Nicola Adams" is very similar to "Adams"
33 SRL model errors (incorrect labels, incorrect split of phrases, incorrect grouping of phrases) 12% -

e.g. "IS" (abbreviation of islamic state) or "united" of "Manchester United" is labeled as verb
34 Important information is not part of a phrase and cannot be considered in faithfulness calculation 16% -
35 Summary phrases are coarse grained. Split into smaller phrases necessary to validate faithfulness - 40%
36 Summary is too abstract (understanding of whole text necessary to validate faithfulness) - 24%

e.g. summary presents the result of a soccer match, source is soccer live ticker
37 Faithful phrases have different tags in summary & source and, thus, are not aligned & compared - 32%

Table 5: Quantitative error analysis of 100 randomly selected examples of the XSUM hallucination dataset for all
faithfulness metrics, of which 50 are underprediction (Under) and 50 are overprediction (Over) cases.
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A Appendix806

A.1 Comparing texts807

Most faithfulness metrics introduced in Section 3808

compare texts to compute the faithfulness score.809

We experiment with various similarity metrics to810

implement the faithfulness metrics and evaluate811

them on the XSUM hallucination dataset (Table812

7 and the sentence re-ranking experiment (Table813

8). The cosine-similarity (CS) metric is calcu-814

lated on sentence embeddings generated by off-815

the-shelf sentence-transformers5. We find using816

F1 in QGQA is the best trade-off between perfor-817

mance and computation time. SRL performs best818

with CS. Depending on the task, NER performs819

best with either F1 or CS. Both, SentSim and Open820

IE perform best with either F1 or BERTScore.821

A.2 Input for textual entailment822

We evaluate different input techniques (sentence-823

to-sentences (s2s), document-to-sentence(d2s), top-824

to-sentence (top2s) for an entailment model on825

the XSUM hallucination dataset and find that d2s826

works best as shown in Table 6.827

Method Pearson (r) Spearman (p)
s2s 0.152 0.190
d2s 0.366 0.422
top2s 0.251 0.302

Table 6: Evaluation of different input techniques for
entailment models. The table lists correlations with
human faithfulness judgements.

5https://www.sbert.net/index.html

Method Similarity Pearson (r) Spearman (p)
QGQA EM 0.200 0.226
QGQA F1 0.228 0.258
QGQA BERTScore 0.252 0.258
QGQA CS 0.216 0.222
NER EM 0.251 0.255
NER F1 0.252 0.259
NER BERTScore 0.151 0.195
NER CS 0.200 0.204
SRL EM 0.234 0.273
SRL F1 0.359 0.363
SRL BERTScore 0.270 0.344
SRL CS 0.393 0.377
SentSim EM -0.039 -0.039
SentSim F1 0.392 0.389
SentSim BERTScore 0.374 0.372
SentSim CS 0.387 0.369
Open IE EM 0.042 0.076
Open IE F1 0.169 0.185
Open IE BERTScore 0.013 0.212
Open IE CS 0.134 0.186

Table 7: Comparison of different similarity metrics used
in various faithfulness metrics. The table lists corre-
lations with human faithfulness judgements. We ex-
periment with Exact Match (EM), F1 (on token-level),
BERTScore and cosine-similarity of embeddings (CS).

Method Similarity Correct
QGQA EM 67.29%
QGQA F1 68.36%
QGQA BERTScore 69.17%
QGQA CS 69.71%
NER EM 18.50%
NER F1 18.50%
NER BERTScore 26.54%
NER CS 29.49%
SRL EM 50.67%
SRL F1 66.76%
SRL BERTScore 67.83%
SRL CS 69.44%
SentSim EM 2.95%
SentSim F1 56.03%
SentSim BERTScore 69.71%
SentSim CS 68.36%
Open IE EM 26.27%
Open IE F1 46.11%
Open IE BERTScore 49.06%
Open IE CS 47.99%
Open IE RMR1 21.98%
Open IE RMR2 26.27%

Table 8: Comparison of different similarity metrics used
in various faithfulness metrics evaluated on the sentence
ranking experiment from Falke et al. (2019). We ex-
periment with Exact Match (EM), F1 (on token-level),
BERTScore and cosine-similarity of embeddings (CS).
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